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I0vara in S1ṁkhya Philosophy: A Comparative 
Study between V1caspatimi0ra and Vijñ1nabhik0u 

 
Indrani Sinha 
 
The word ‘S1ṁkhya’ is derived from the Sanskrit noun Saṁkhy1 (number) 

based on the verbal root khy1 (make known, name) with the proverb saṁ 
(together). “S1ṁkhya” thus denotes the system of enumeration or taking 

account. The first meaning is acceptable, as S1ṁkhya is very fond of sets, 
often naming them as “triad,” “the group of eleven,” and so forth; but the 

second meaning is more fitting, as the aim of S1ṁkhya is to take into account 
all the important factors of the whole world, especially of the human condition.  

S1ṁkhya is one of the major “orthodox” (or Hindu) Indian philosophies. Two 
millennia ago it was the representative Hindu philosophy. Its classical 

formulation is found in @0varak4=7a’s S1ṁkhya -K1rik1, a condensed account 
in seventy-two verses. It is a strong Indian example of metaphysical dualism, 
but unlike many Western counterparts it is atheistic. The two types of entities 

of S1ṁkhya are Prak4ti and puru=a-s, namely Nature and persons. Nature is 
singular, and persons are numerous. Both are eternal and independent of each 
other. Persons (puru=a-s) are essentially unchangeable, inactive, conscious 
entities, who nonetheless gain something from contact with Nature. Creation 
as we know it comes about by a conjunction of Nature and persons. Prak4ti, or 
Nature, is comprised of three gu7a-s or qualities. The highest of the three 
is sattva (essence), the principle of light, goodness and 
intelligence. Rajas(dust) is the principle of change, energy and passion, 
while tamas (darkness) appears as inactivity, dullness, heaviness and despair. 
Nature, though unconscious, is purposeful and is said to function for the 
purpose of the individual puru=a-s. Aside from comprising the physical 
universe, it comprises the gross body and “sign-body” of a puru=a. The latter 
contains among other things the epistemological creation of embodied beings 
(such as the mind, intellect, and senses). The sign body of 
a puru=a transmigrates: after the death of the gross body, the sign-body is 
reborn into another gross body according to past merit, and 
the puru=a continues to be a witness through its various bodies. And escape 
from this endless circle is possible only through the realization of the 
fundamental difference between Nature and persons, whereby an 
individual puru=a loses interest in Nature and is thereby liberated forever from 

all bodies, subtle and gross. Most of the S1ṁkhya system became widely 
accepted in India: especially the theory of the three gu7a-s; and it was 
incorporated into much latter Indian philosophy, especially Ved1nta.  
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There is no mention of I0vara in the twenty five 

tatvas of S1ṁkhya Philosophy. But as they follow 
the Veda as the maximum truth, they are called 
1stika-dar0ana. But there are some contradictions 

about I0vara in the commentaries of S1ṁkhya 
philosophy. Here the contradiction between 

Vācaspati Mi0ra and Vijñ1nabhik=hu is discussed 
according to the texts of their commentary. 
There are a lot of important commentaries on 

S1ṁkhya Philosophy. Among them most popular 
and important commentaries are 

S1ṁkhyatattvakaumudi of Vācaspati Mi0ra and the 

other one is S1ṁkhyapravacanavaśya of 
Vijñ1nabhik=hu. As the both commentary are the 

explanation of S1ṁkhyatattva, it is very possible 
that their explanations are very similar to each 
other. But it seems that there are also some 
differences into their explanations about I0vara. 
The most important areas of their differences are 
the commentaries on Pratibimbav1da and the 

existence of I0vara in S1ṁkhya Philosophy. 
There are two philosophical trends in Indian 
Philosophy – 1stika and N1stika. Here the division 
does not depend on belief or faith in god, but belief 
on the authenticity of the Veda. Among them three 
schools are called N1stikas, as they do not believe 
in Vedas or the maximum authenticity of Vedas 
and the other six schools are called !stikas. 

S1ṁkhya is a very popular 1stika philosophy in 
Indian Philosophical literature as they follow the 
Vedas but the main problem arises when it is 
questioned that is there any position of god in 

S1ṁkhya philosophy i.e. the S1ṁkhya Philosophy 
follows the existence of God? This is the most 

controversial question in S1ṁkhya Philosophy. It is 

said that the S1ṁkhya philosophers of ancient 
stages are atheists or skeptics, such as kapila, 

@0varak4=7a, Vācaspati Mi0ra etc. But the S1ṁkhya 
philosophers of next era believe in God. They are 
theist, such as Vijñ1nabhik=hu. Here the 

contradictions between Vācaspati Mi0ra and 
Vijñ1nabhik=hu about God is depicted below— 

It seems that Vācaspati Mi0ra’s commentary does 
not follow the existence of God because he never 
mentions the word ‘God’ or the existence of God in 
his commentary. At the ma7galacarana of his 

commentary S1ṁkhyatattvakaumudi, there is no 
praise of God. But he praises for Prak4ti and 

Puruśas.  
 

E¡FFÛFW=+Fk áFXPù¶FèF]ˆ+=_+ðµFFk ÙFúU: Ò¡FF: õF_¡FÛFFÎFFk ÎFÛFFÛF:— 
E¡FF ÜFW ¶FFk ¡F]ðFÛFFµFFk ÚF¡FÎ¶FW ¡Fù¶ÜFWÎFFk ÚF]…+ÚFX;FFk ÎF]ÛFõ¶FFÎFh——1 + 

 

Vācaspati Mi0ra has written six important 
commentaries on six !stika Indian Philosophy. It is 

noticed that except the S1ṁkhyatattvakaumudi he 
praises for God in every ma7galacarana of his 
commentaries, such as paramabrahma and Bhava in 
Bh1mati, Pinakp17i in Ny1yav1rtika-tatparya, 

V4=avahana in Tattvabaiś1rad2, Vi=7u and 
Mahe0vara in Bidhivivekat2k1. 
So here it is a very relevant question that, why he 
has broken his own tradition of praising God in the 

commentary of S1ṁkhyak1rik1. 
After that, in the commentary of 31st verse – 
 

õæFFk õæFFk ÒP¶FÑFÃÎ¶FW ÑFÞõÑFÞF=[+¶FùW¶F]=+Fk æF_P¸FÛFh— 
ÑF]ßðFF»Fa JæF ùW¶F]ÎFa =W+ÎFP˜F¶Fh =+FÜFa¶FW =+ÞµFÛFh—2 +++ 

 

of S1ṁkhyak1rik1 Vācaspati Mi0ra describes –
oiõæFFÛFhj GP¶F— =+ÞµFFÎFUP¶F èFWðF:— ÜF»FF Pù æFùæF: ÑF]ßðFF: 
èFF…+U=+ÜFFñU=+ÍFFÎF]ð=+=+FÑFFaPµF=+F: =_+¶FõF’W~¶FF: ÑFÞFæFõ=+Î¼ÎFFÜF ÒæF_¸FF: 
¶F·FFNÎÜF¶FÛFõÜFFNN=[+¶FÛFæF;F-ÛÜFFÎÜF¶FÛF: ÒæF¶Fa¶FW, ÒæF¶FaÛFFÎFõ¶F] èFF…+U=+: 
èFP…+ÛFWæFFN¼¸FW, ÎF ¶F] ÜFñhÜFFP¼=+ÛFh JæFk ÜFFñU=+XNPÑF ÜFPñÛFWæF, ÎF èF…h+ÜFFP¼=+ÛFh— 
¶F»FFNÎÜF¶FÛFõÜF =+ÞµFõÜFFNN=[+¶FF¶Fh õæF=+FÜFa=+ÞµFFPÚFÛF]&ÜFF¼ÎÜF¶FÛFk =+ÞµFk 
ÒæF¶Fa¶FW— ¶F¶FhÒæF_¸FWëF ùW¶F]ÛF¸FÜF æF_P¸FõF’~ÞÒõF”~ G¶ÜF]…+ÛFh - oõæFFk õæFFk 
ÒP¶FÑFÃ¶FWp GP¶F— 
õÜFF¼W¶F¶Fh - ÜFFñU=+F¼ÜFëFW¶FÎF¶æFF¶FÎF¶æFF¶ÑFÞõÑFÞF=[+¶FÛFæF;FÛÜF ÒæF¶FaÎ¶F GP¶F 
ÜF]…+ÛFh— =+ÞµFFPÎF ¶æF˜FW¶FÎFFPÎF ¶FõÛFFÏFYæFk ÒæFP¶Fa¶F]ÛF]¶FhõFùÎ¶FW— ¶FWÎFYðFFÛFPÍFòF·FF 
=+ÞµFFÎFFk õæFßÑFõFFÛF»ÜFXaÑFÜFX;FFPÚF£FWÎF ÚFPæF¶FæÜFPÛF¶ÜFÎF EFù - oÑF]ßðFF»Fa JæF 
ùW¶F]: ÎF =W+ÎFP˜F¶Fh =+FÜFa¶FW =+ÞµFÛFhp GP¶F— ÚFX;FFÑFæF;FaáF‡FµF: ÑF]ßðFF»Fa 
JæFFNÎFF;F¶FFæFõ»F: ÒæF¶FaÜFP¶F =+ÞµFFPÎF, =_+¶FÛF·F ¶F¶FhõæFàÑFFPÚF£FWÎF =+¶FFa— J¶F™F 
oæF¶FhõFPæFæF_PÊPÎFPÛF¸FÛFhp (=+F 57) G¶ÜFÏFXÑFÑFF¼PÜFðÜF¶FW—p3 +++++++++ 

It means a number of persons wielding different 
weapons, unite for the suppressing a common 
enemy, they are holding a launce uses that alone 
and so on, each using his own particular weapon. In 
the same manner one organ operate towards the 
fulfillment of another’s purpose, which tends to 
help its own and since this movement towards 
action goes on (and hence the regulating motive 
power). The actions of the organs cannot raise any 
absurd collection of the functions. 

So in that sense Vācaspati wants to depict that the 
activity of the sense organs only for the bhoga and 

apabarga of Puruśa. And the consciousness of 

Puruśa is the hetu of the activities of organs. So it 
seems that the main objective of this part of 

commentary of Vācaspati is to prove that there is 
no need of God in the activity of organs. 
But Vijñ1nabhik=hu stands in a opposite position to 

Vācaspati Mi0ra. He thinks that a Śāstra without the 
theory of God is always disgraced. The main 
problem arises in the word asiddhe# in the 

S1ṁkhyas3tra of kapila. The s3tra is ‘GaíFÞFPõFÊW:’4. 

What is the meaning of ‘Asiddhe#’? - Ultimate 
absence or present but not in any activity? 
According to Vijñ1nabhik=hu if the s3trak1ra wants 
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to express the ultimate absence of God, the s3tra 
can be formed like ‘GaíFÞFÚFFæFF¶Fh’ But use of the word 

‘Asiddhe#’ means the God exists but it is 
impossible to know him with the help of 
laukikapram17a. In the commentary 
Vijñ1nabhik=hu says – oE·FFPÑF æÜFæFùFPÞ=+ ÑFFÞÛFFP»Fa=+ÚFFæFX 
ÚFæFP¶F— oEõF¶ÜFÛFÒP¶Fòk¶FW ¡F;F¼FNÞÎFUíFÞÛFh G¶ÜFFP¼ èFFøFPÎFaÞUíFÞæFF¼õÜF 
PÎFPÎ¼¶F¶æFF¶Fh— EPõÛFÏFWæF èFFøFW æÜFæFùFPÞ=+õÜFYæFWíFÞ ÒP¶FðFWÍFõÜFYíFÜÜFa 
æFYÞF;ÜFFÃ»FaÛFÎF]æFF¼¶æFZP˜F¶ÜFF¶Fh— ÜFP¼ Pù áFX=+FÜFP¶F=+ÛF¶FFÎF]õFFÞWµF PÎF¶ÜFYíFÜÜFb ÎF 
ÒP¶FPðFÍÜFW¶F, ¶F¼F ÑFPÞÑF[µFa PÎF¶ÜFPÎFÇXaðFYðæFÜÜFa¼èFaÎFWÎF ¶F·F P˜F¸FFæFWèF¶FX 
PæFæFW=+FÚÜFFõFÒP¶FÙFÎÍF: õÜFFP¼P¶F õFFk&ÜFF˜FFÜÜFFaµFFÛFFèFÜF:—p5  

Vijñ1nabhik=hu wants to prove the S1ṁkhya is not 
a atheistic philosophy with the help of some words 

of Kūrmapura7a – o¶F»FF ÜFk ÎF ÑFèÜFPÎ¶F ÜFX;FUÎ½F: õFFk&ÜFF EPÑF 
ÛFùWíFÞÛFh— EÎFFP¼PÎFÍFÎFk ÙFeü ¶FÛFWæF èFÞµFk ÙFe¡F— G¶ÜFFP¼ =+ZÛÛFFaP¼æFFƒÜFY: 
õFFk&ÜFFÎFFÛFUíFÞF£FFÎFõÜFYæF ÎFFÞFÜFµFFP¼ÎFF ÒX…+¶æFF™F—p6 
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